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AT&T ratifies their support
for the Foundation’s projects
This agreement paves the way for the
continuation of projects developed in Spain
and four Latin American countries that benefit
hundreds of children

T

he agreement signed at the
Santiago Bernabéu stadium between Real Madrid’s president, Florentino Pérez, and Randall
Stephenson, CEO of AT&T, paves the
way for the continuation of Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports and educational programmes in Spain and Latin America.
The multinational American com-

pany’s support for projects in Argentina (González Catán), Brazil
(Rio de Janeiro), Mexico (Oaxaca)
and Peru (Lima) specifically benefits
more than seven hundred children
between five and seventeen years
old who come from vulnerable and
disadvantaged backgrounds. The
collaboration between both entities
dates back to the 2016-17 season,
and includes computer training and
psychosocial and nutritional support. It also allows the Foundation to
publish books and teaching materials in five languages, a tool for educators and coaches who are part
of the different social sports projects
that have been developed across
the world.
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Randall Stephenson (AT&T)
and Florentino Pérez.
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‘At Christmas, no
child without a gift’
Real Madrid Foundation launched its annual At
Christmas, no child without a gift campaign (in
Spanish, En Navidad, ningún niño sin regalo),
which, in collaboration with various entities,
distributes gifts to thousands of children in
hospitals and shelters in the Community of Madrid

D

ays before the arrival
of the Reyes Magos,
the Santiago Bernabéu stadium’s royal box was the setting for the institutional presentation of the
En Navidad, ningún niño sin regalo campaign.
The event was attended by Butragueño, Arbeloa, Herreros and Rullán, among other figures from Real Madrid, and María Dolores
Moreno, the Community of Madrid’s councilor for Social Policy and Family. The campaign is supported by entities such as Adidas, Disney, El Corte Inglés, Cife, Falomir and Sending.

During the presentation, Butragueño explained: “This is a truly special day for the whole
Madridista family. At this stadium where we
share hopes and dreams. We are accustomed
to experiencing the magic of Real Madrid and
today we want to transform it into solidarity. This
will be an unforgettable day for you, and for all
Madridistas it is something to be proud of. On
this adventure of solidarity involving all of us, we
ensure that no child goes without a gift at this
time of year.” Club legend, who is now its Director of Institutional Relations, added: “Real Madrid Foundation is present in 80 countries and
helps over 105,000 children in nearly 900 social
sports schools across every continent. We have
been active in charity work for over 20 years
and I’d like to thank everyone who has helped
us give hope to so many people. We will do everything we can to ensure that no child goes
without a gift this Christmas.”

Real Madrid foundation

From left to right: Rafael Rullán, Emilio Butragueño, Alberto San Juan, María Dolores Moreno, Álvaro Arbeloa
and Alberto Herreros, together with the beneficiaries of the Foundation’s Christmas solidarity campaign.

National

The Real Madrid
football and
basketball teams
visited more than
1,200 children at
11 of Madrid’s main
hospitals.

Marcelo plays
juega acon
game
los menores
with the children
de
at the
la residencia
home in Chamberí.
de Chamberí.

Marcelo visits
Chamberí’s
children home

Real Madrid foundation

The Brazilian visited the Community
of Madrid’s children’s home to share the
values of Real Madrid
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On behalf of the Community of Madrid,
María Dolores Moreno stated that: “Together
with the Foundation, we contribute to the magic of Christmas.” The councilor added: “This
special act is the result of the collaboration between institutions and for that I want to thank
Real Madrid Foundation, who helped us get
involved in this campaign. Together we wanted to contribute to the magic of Christmas. We
try to get children excited and we are in such
an iconic stadium, which is the symbol of the
city and the entire country. We have to thank
this club for promoting the name of the city all
around the world.”
As part of this campaign, during mid-December coaches Santiago Solari and Pablo
Laso visited the Hospital Universitario Sanitas
La Zarzuela, whilst Sergio Ramos, Marcelo,
Felipe Reyes and Sergio Llull visited the Hospital Universitario Sanitas La Moraleja to give out
gifts to the children. They were the most notable faces present at the capital’s eleven main
hospitals, where all players from both squads
gave gifts and hope to more than 1,200 sick
children. Many had the chance to take photos with their idols and receive autographs,
an unforgettable experience for the children.
This charitable initiative was developed in
2005 as part of the social sports activities programme carried out by the Foundation together with the Community of Madrid. During the
latest Christmas campaign, gifts were distributed to more than 2,000 children at hospitals
and shelters.

M

arcelo visited the Chamberí children’s residence where Real
Madrid Foundation runs a special social sports school programme for children in care in
Madrid due to abandonment or family problems. It is one of the 34 schools for children
in care that the Foundation runs together with
the General Directorate for Families and Minors in the region.
The vice-captain of Real Madrid F.C. visited the facilities, signed autographs and participated in a training session with the children as
the Foundation’s coaches requested.
With a big smile and the sensitivity and
sympathy that characterizes him, Marcelo
shared a great day full of joy with these children who will never forget their idol’s visit. He
promised to return and be closer to them.
After experiencing some very touching
moments, the Madridista player wanted to
share his feelings. “It was a beautiful day -he
explained-. I was young once too, and I loved
playing football and having fun, so for me to
spend some time with these children is a way
for me to relive that while making sure they have
a good time too. They deserve it. All children
deserve to have fun and I hope their lives are
full of happiness from here on.”

Real Madrid foundation
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As part of its weekly activity
programme, a group of
beneficiaries from the physical
activity programme for the
elderly, which Real Madrid
Foundation organizes with the
DomusVi residence, visited the
Tour Bernabéu. Accompanied
by their caregivers, the
participants were particularly
interested in the historical
objects, trophies and images
that reminded them of
Madrid’s origins.

Four new and two adapted centers
will start running this year

C

oinciding with the start of the school
year, Real Madrid Foundation
launched its football and basketball
social sports programme in which
more than 6,000 children will participate at more than 60 schools in Spain.
Among the new developments, the basketball school at Nuestra Señora de la Almudena High
School has been opened in Madrid’s Tetuán district in collaboration with the NGO Cesal; and the

Real Madrid foundation

Meteo 273, an ‘app’ for solidarity
Enrique Sánchez, Executive Vice
President of Real Madrid Foundation; Emilio Butragueño, Real
Madrid’s Director of Institutional
Relations, and Ricardo Gili, CEO
and Founder of Meteo 273, have
signed a collaboration agreement for the benefit of the Re-

al Madrid Foundation. Fans who
download the free weather application can collaborate with a
charity donation by entering the
code ‘FRM’. Celheit will donate
a portion of the profits from Meteo 273 to running the Foundation’s activities.

football school at Nuestra Señora de Loreto junior
college and the Orphans Foundation of the Spanish Air Force will soon begin to operate. In addition, the first adapted football school has been
launched, which will also have the basketball modality, in collaboration with Ana Carolina Mahou
Foundation. Next, an adapted basketball school
will be opened in Alcalá de Henares in collaboration with Funbal.
Start of the social sports tournament
In mid-November, Real Madrid City hosted the
start of the tournament in which Real Madrid
Foundation’s social sports football and basketball schools in the Autonomous Community of Madrid and neighbouring provinces participate. More
than 2,500 children will participate in the XVIII edition. A new website contains all the up-to-date information and the activity’s objectives.
Likewise, in November the basketball social
sports events began at detention centers in which
there will be more than 1,500 beneficiaries during
the season.

Ignacio Azinovic, Enrique Sánchez, Ramón Berra de Unamuno
and Emilio Butragueño, after signing the agreement at the Bernabéu.

Active ageing
with GenesisCare

The director of GSK
visits an inclusive
school in Las Tablas

This agreement includes social sports
activities and talks with specialists
for people over 65

R

Real Madrid Foundation and GenesisCare
-a specialist in radiotherapy treatments for
osteoarthritis and other benign pathologies that restrict
movement- have signed a collaboration agreement to promote active ageing. Emilio Butragueño
-Real Madrid’s Director of Institutional Relations- and Ignacio Azinovic -medical director of GenesisCare- both attended the signing ceremony. This partnership
enables the social sports activities continue at the Canal de Isabel II sports complex, which will
be complemented with informative talks held by experts on how
to maintain healthy lifestyle habits.
Talks with the specialist
As part of the informative talks
programme, radiotherapeutic on-

cologist, Dr Raúl Hernanz, gave
the presentation Age has no limit at the Canal de Isabel II sports
center. Hand in hand with GenesisCare, the doctor explained radiotherapy treatments for arthritis
and other benign diseases that restrict mobility, and encouraged attendees to lead an active lifestyle
and answered all the questions
they had.

This partnership
enables the
continuation of
the social sports
activities at the
Canal de Isabel II
sports complex

Emilio Butragueño, Real
Madrid’s Director of Institutional
Relations; Fernando San José,
director of the Fomento-Las
Tablas School, and Inés Álvarez,
president of Down Madrid,
welcomed the president of GSK
España, Cristina-Henríquez
de Luna, to the inclusive social
sports football school launched
by Real Madrid Foundation
thanks to the support of the
pharmaceutical company.
During their visit, they attended
a training session with children
with Down syndrome who are
preparing to be integrated into
the Foundation’s conventional
social sports schools.

Real Madrid foundation

New season
for the social
sports schools
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The elderly visit the
Bernabéu stadium
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To celebrate the Real Madrid
Foundation’s 20th anniversary,
on 1st August, the white team
invited five hundred children at
risk of social exclusion to the
XXXIX edition of the Santiago
Bernabéu trophy. The match
saw Real Madrid take on Milan
which ended in another victory
for host team, who haven’t lost
in this tournament since 2004.
In addition, the match served
to commemorate the 60th
anniversary of the third European
Cup played in 1958.
The children invited by the
Foundation came from centers
that are part of the General
Directorate for Children and
Families, and are beneficiaries of
social sports schools at shelters
and juvenile detention centers in
the Autonomous Community of
Madrid.

The Foundation’s new
adapted school in Madrid
The project works with children from the Ana Carolina
Díez Mahou Foundation thanks to the support of GSK
Pharmaceuticals

The company’s collaboration focuses on
projects of the Foundation that work with
underserved children and youth in detention
centers in Asturias, Madrid and Toledo

13

F

oundation Real Madrid and Liberbank have renewed their
partnership for the seventh year to continue developing
programmes at social sports schools and juvenile detention
facilities.
Liberbank has collaborated with Real Madrid Foundation
since the 2012-2013 season, contributing to the sustainability of the
social sports school in la Quinta de Asturias (Villaviciosa de Odón)
with scholarships aimed at children between 5 and 11 years of age
who are at risk of social exclusion. The project aims to teach children
values through sport. The company also participates in the social
sports programme in juvenile detention centers in Villabona (Oviedo)
and Ocaña II (Toledo).

Real Madrid Foundation and Liberbank representatives
at the Santiago Bernabéu stadium.

The Foundation, Ecopilas and Segovia City Council join forces

teAlAsma (Stay Active with Asthma) campaign to encourage children with respiratory conditions
to take part in sport.

Adapted training
sessions at Valdefuentes
School (Madrid).

For the eight consecutive season,
and with the aim of integrating
Real Madrid Foundation in
Segovia, the social sports football
school opens its doors with 50
places available for children
between 5 and 14 years of age

in the following categories:
prebenjamín, benjamín, alevín,
infantil and cadete. The activities
take place weekly at the Pedro
Delgado sports center.
Thanks to Ecopilas, Real
Madrid Foundation runs this

project in collaboration with
Segovia City Council. The full/
half scholarships allow for socially
disadvantaged children, large
families and groups at risk of
exclusion to be integrated into
society.

Real Madrid foundation

Real Madrid foundation

S

ilvia Montes Jovellar, National Director
of Real Madrid Foundation , and Javier
Pérez Mínguez, Director of Ana Carolina Díez Mahou
Foundation, visited the first social
sports school combining football
and adapted basketball which
opened this season at Valdefuentes School (Madrid) supported by
GSK España.
The agreement between the
pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and Real Madrid Foundation enables children with neuromuscular diseases treated by Ana Carolina Díez
Mahou Foundation to have a fun,
educational experience through
sport. The partnership with GSK
includes the virtual #ActívateFren-

Liberbank expands
its commitment

march — 2019

500 children at the
Santiago Bernabéu
trophy
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KPMG renews its partnership with the
Foundation for the fifth season, aimed at
encouraging active job search

Pedro León y Francia (KPMG) and Enrique Sánchez (Real Madrid Foundation),
together with Emilio Butragueño, sign the agreement in the Bernabéu’s board room.

F
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The exhibition is part of Euroleague’s
“One Team” programme, which uses
sport as a social tool

Exhibition performed
by adapted basketball
students at the WiZink
Center in Madrid.

S

tudents from Real Madrid
Foundation’s adapted
basketball social sports
school in Valdebernardo
were the first to put on
an exhibition during half-time at one
of this season’s Euroleague games.
The exhibition took place during the
game between Real Madrid and
Darüşşafaka at the WiZink Center.
This demo is part of the One Team
programme for the integration of all
groups through basketball.
Real Madrid Foundation
launched the first social sports
adapted basketball school 8 years
ago and now has 11 projects that
address diversity through sport. The
club is one of the eight founders of
“One Team”, in which 40 teams participate.

Collaboration
with CLH and
San Fernando
de Henares

UPS renews support for
wheelchair basketball
Enrique Sánchez and Emilio Butragueño, on behalf
of Real Madrid Foundation, and Fernando Falcón,
General Manager of UPS in Spain, signed the
renewal of the collaboration agreement between
the two entities. This agreement ensures that
the wheelchair basketball can continue running
in the social sports schools in San Sebastián
de los Reyes and Getafe, attended weekly by
physically challenged children so they can practice
and learn how to play wheelchair basketball in
the best conditions. They are instructed by the
Real Madrid Foundation’s coaches, who instill
values that improve self-esteem, motivation, and
independence, among other aspects.
The leading international logistics company,
UPS, also collaborates in the logistics services
necessary to develop the Real Madrid Foundation’s
projects and is responsible for transporting
wheelchairs on the days of inclusive tournaments.

First exhibition of an adapted
basketball school during this season
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KPMG, another year
with Emprendeporte

or the fifth consecutive
year, Real Madrid Foundation and KPMG Foundation have renewed
their agreement for the
sustainability of the Emprendeporte project, to help one hundred beneficiaries multiply their
active job search. This initiative
has been carried out in collaboration with Madrid’s Employment
Agency since 2015.
Pedro León y Francia, Director of KPMG Foundation, signed
the renewal with Enrique Sánchez
and Emilio Butragueño. The Madridista entity uses sports psychology combined with physical exercise as a tool to motivate
the unemployed. The results have
been positive as 17% of participants found a job.
KPMG has an extensive programme consisting of activities
designed to promote employment
such as work speed dating and
workshops to learn how to make
a resume, etc.

Enrique Sánchez, Fernando Falcón and Emilio
Butragueño signing the agreement with UPS.

The CLH company, Real Madrid
Foundation and the municipal
government of San Fernando
de Henares have signed a
collaboration agreement for the
eighth consecutive year to continue
with the social sport project in
which children aged between five
and sixteen years are taught values
through football.
This school began its journey
with the support of CLH during the
2011-2012 season and, over the
course of these eight years, more
than 600 children have participated
in weekly training sessions, the
social sports tournament and all the
fun, educational complementary

Emilio Butragueño, Enrique Sánchez, Cati Rodríguez and José Luis López
de Silanes with the 13 European Cups.
activities organized by Real Madrid
Foundation.
Integral education
Real Madrid’s Director of
Institutional Relations, Emilio
Butragueño, stated that “respect,
togetherness and motivation
are the driving forces behind the

integral development of children
and this is the best part of the
sport: that it applies to all aspects
of life.” José Luis López de Silanes,
President of CLH, highlighted the
project’s objective of “teaching the
importance of coexistence and
promoting tolerance and social
cohesion.”

Real Madrid foundation
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Arbeloa opens the first
social sports school
in Ukraine
The new project, located in Ternopil (in the western part
of the country), will benefit 200 socially disadvantaged
children and has the financial support of Epicenter K

Ukraine

A

s part of the opening of the first
of the Foundation’s schools in
Ukraine, the former Real Madrid
defender and now ambassador of
the club, Álvaro Arbeloa, honored
the kick-off during a friendly match in which
other legends of Ukrainian football participated. Some beneficiaries of the project, from
three public schools in disadvantaged urban
areas in Ternopil and Velyki Hai, shared the
pitch with the players.
Arbeloa explained that the goal of the
Foundation is for children to “learn the positive values of team sport with which they can
integrate themselves into society and be treated with equality.”

Real Madrid foundation

At the opening, Ukrainian
and Madridista legends
played football with some
of the beneficiaries who
will receive school support
and sports sessions

Álvaro Arbeloa
greeted the
beneficiaries of
the first Ukrainian
social sports
school.

More than football
In addition to sports training sessions, the
children will receive school support, help with
learning foreign languages and extracurricular cultural activities.
Coaches from the training department
have already given initial training to local educators with a focus on the Real Madrid Foundation’s specific methodology, based on the
coaching handbooks Por una educación REAL: Valores y deporte (For a REAL Education:
Values and Sport) and Entrenando fútbol,
enseñando valores (Training Football, Teaching Values).
The Ukraine project also has the support
of the National University of Medicine, the National Pedagogical University of Ternopil, the
Red Cross, the Ternopil Regional Sports Dispensary, the Ukraine Football Federation, the
regional government of Ternopil and the Velyki Hai City Council.

Ternopil
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International

Friendly match in Ternopil
Álvaro Arbeloa, Edwin Congo
and José Luis Cabrera
participated in the friendly
match with the beneficiaries
Global figures
The Foundation has more
than 450 schools similar to the
one in Ternopil in 77 countries
in five continents, benefiting
more than 53,000 people each
season

Real Madrid foundation
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Bulgarian and Colombian students
pass by Real Madrid City
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On the left, students
from the Vidin
School (Bulgaria); on
the right, students
from the Colombian
delegation.

Arbeloa poses with students from the
project funded by the local partner Atlantic.

drid City, experienced the Tour Bernabéu and attended two official matches at the stadium. They also had the
opportunity to play with other students
from the Foundation’s social sports
schools in Madrid.
Moreover, students between 12
and 15 years old from the Foundation’s

schools in Itagüí (Colombia) had a similar experience. They visited their favourite club’s landmarks: they witnessed Real Madrid’s victory over Espanyol at the Santiago Bernabéu stadium, they got to experience the Tour
Bernabéu and also went to Real Madrid City.

Football and integration in Cambodia

Real Madrid foundation

S

tudents from the
Real Madrid Foundation’s football
schools in Tokyo
(Japan) travelled
to Battambang (Cambodia)
to enjoy a few fun days of
integration and values with
children from social sports
schools in Cambodia, developed in collaboration with
Agua de Coco Foundation
and Sauce Foundation.
Shirts were symbolically exchanged and a donation was made on behalf of
Mr. Masuda, director of the
football schools in Japan. A
tournament also took place
which included an inclusive
football match, along with a

visit to the Foundation’s project headquarters. In 2015
in Battambang, Real Madrid
Foundation opened the first

T

he former player and current Real Madrid Foundation ambassador, Álvaro Arbeloa, visited the social sports
schools in Belmont and Petit Valley
in Trinidad and Tobago, which ben-

Friendly match
During the visit, Mateo Figueroa, responsible
for Real Madrid Foundation in America, accompanied the club legend and observed the
school activities. He also took the honorary
kick-off during two friendly exhibition matches featuring the Foundation’s beneficiaries.

Renewal with
the Grupo Bafar
Foundation in Mexico

adapted sports school outside of Spain for those affected by polio or anti-personnel
mines.

E
Japanese and Cambodian participants at the events held
by the Foundation in Battambang.

efit 200 children at risk of exclusion. Arbeloa
was welcomed to the island by Spain’s Ambassador, José María Carbajosa, and by Toni Sirju-Ramnarine, Atlantic’s Vice President
of Operations, the local partner that provides
project sustainability.

nrique Sánchez, Executive Vice President
of Real Madrid Foundation, and Eugenio
Baeza, President of
the Grupo Bafar’s Board of Directors, signed their collaboration agreement to continue developing social sports schools in

Three new projects will be
launched in Ciudad Juárez,
Mérida and Morella
Mexico. Thanks to the partnership, more than 3,300 children
at risk in the states of Chihuahua
and Michoacán play football and
basketball while being taught the
Foundation’s values.
Three new projects will be
launched in Ciudad Juárez, Mérida and Morelia, where the activ-

ities started at the beginning of
the year, benefiting more than
400 children.
The schools run by the two
foundations promote comprehensive social intervention by
providing food, school support
and training on how to look after
the environment.

Real Madrid foundation

S

tudents from the Foundation’s social sports schools in
Colombia and Bulgaria travelled to Madrid as a reward
for their good behavior.
The dozen beneficiaries from the
school in Vidin (Bulgaria) who travelled
to the Spanish capital visited Real Ma-

Arbeloa visits
schools in Trinidad
and Tobago
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Signing of the agreement between the
two foundations at the Bernabéu.

With Ramón Grosso
Foundation in Chad
More than 200 children will benefit
from the continuation of the African
social sports school
Grosso, highlighting his
personal qualities, and
“not just as a man who
served Real Madrid as a
coach and player for decades.”
The legend’s son thanked the
Foundation for “the miracle that
is happening at a school in the
middle of the desert, which would
not have been possible without
the Foundation’s help.” The African foundation has been working
for years to provide drinking water
and food to thousands of people,
helping to reduce arranged marriages and fighting against female
genital mutilation.

From left to right: Álvaro Arbeloa, Pierre Krähenbühl (UNRWA) and Emilio Butragueño, together with two children
representing the project’s beneficiaries on the Bernabéu pitch.

The Foundation and UNRWA
together in the Middle East
Student
from the San
François
Xavier school
in Chad.

The renewal of the agreement was attended
by Enrique Sánchez, Executive Vice President of
Real Madrid Foundation; Pierre Krähenbühl, the
Commissioner General for the UN agency; Emilio
Butragueño, Real Madrid’s Director of Institutional Relations; and Raquel Martí, Executive Director
of UNRWA Spain. Álvaro Arbeloa, Real Madrid’s
ambassador, also wanted to share this moment
with the children present at the event.

Real Madrid foundation

At the sport and recreation exhibition in Casablanca
Real Madrid Foundation was one of the 12 top-level
entities that represented Spain at the International
Sport and Recreation Exhibition in Casablanca
(Morocco) last September. Íñigo Arenillas, Director
of Real Madrid Foundation’s social sports projects
in Africa and the Middle East, attended the event.
The fair and its conferences were organized in
collaboration with Spain’s Economic and Commercial
Office in Casablanca, the Foreign Trade Institute

(ICEX) and the Spanish Association of Manufacturers
and Distributors of Sporting Goods (AFYDAD). They
invited the main clubs in La Liga and specially the
clubs’ foundations with projects in the Maghreb
country.
Real Madrid Foundation is responsible for
running seven social sports projects in the country in
collaboration with four organisations to serve more
than 1,500 children at risk of exclusion.

Raquel Martí, Enrique Sánchez, Pierre Krähenbühl and Emilio Butragueño.

R

eal Madrid Foundation and the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees in the Near
East (UNRWA) have renewed their
collaboration agreement. The agreement dates back to 2011 and benefits more than
1,100 children at 30 football and basketball social sports schools.

Benefits
This season, football activities will be complemented with basketball schools. Since this collaboration
began, thousands of children in the area have had
the chance to enjoy extracurricular social sports
activities that promote positive team sport values
such as respect, motivation, overcoming adversity, equality, self-esteem, healthy habits and solidarity. The kids were able to practice all these activities in a safe environment, free of dangers or
harmful practices.

Real Madrid foundation

T

he renewal of the agreement between Real Madrid Foundation and
Ramón Grosso Foundation will allow the social
sports school at the San François Xavier School in Chad to continue running.
More than 200 children will play football and basketball and will be educated through the values of the Madridista Foundation.
The agreement was signed by Enrique Sánchez, Executive Vice President
of the Real Madrid Foundation, and
Ramón Grosso, President of Ramón
Grosso Foundation. Emilio Butragueño dedicated a few words to Ramón

Trainers of the Real Madrid Foundation travelled
across three continents to teach the specific
methodology to the coaches of the social sports
projects with the Madridista Foundation

More than 200 coaches
at the ‘1st Meeting on
Values and Sport’

F
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or the first time, more than 200 football and basketball coaches from the
Real Madrid Foundation’s projects, together with a delegation invited from
the Argentinian Alfredo Di Stéfano
social sports school, participated in theory and
hands-on workshops at Real Madrid City and the
Santiago Bernabéu stadium. Emilio Butragueño,
Director of Institutional Relations, opened the 1st
Encuentro de Valores y Deporte (Meeting on
Values and Sport) organized by the Real Madrid
Foundation’s training department, and thanked
everyone for their participation: “The Real Madrid
C. F. is a family we all belong to. Congratulations
on behalf of the president. The Foundation has
to try to live up to the heights of our club’s crest

and our history.” Julio González, Managing Director of the Foundation, added: “You’re not just
educators, you play a part in building our social
network.”
Among the objectives of this initiative is to
establish a training activity that enables all of the
Real Madrid Foundation’s football and basketball
coaches to share their experiences. Another of
the objectives is to reflect on the importance of
methodology in training sessions, while putting
forward practical suggestions to integrate values
and make progress in terms of the contents when
planning basketball and football sessions. Finally,
the sessions also seek to allow participants to
gain awareness of and understand executive
functions in sport and possible applications.

Functional Diversity Workshop
Last September, the coaches
and educators in charge of
Foundation’s projects in Spain
received training sessions at
Real Madrid City. The I Taller para
Coordinadores sobre Diversidad

Spanish and
Argentinian
participants in
Madrid.

Funcional (First Workshop for
Functional Diversity Coordinators)
was specifically aimed at both
football and adapted and
inclusive social sports projects.
The 16 participants who took

Mozambique
The social sports schools’
coaches-educators in Maputo
and Gorongosa (Mozambique)
received new training on behalf of
the Foundation’s trainers based
on the methodology For a REAL
Education: Values and Sport and
Training Football, Teaching Values. Beyond merely practicing
sport, the projects in this country
offer comprehensive attention to
students, help some eighty boys
and girls and are developed in
collaboration with other entities such as Salesian missions,
Cruzada por los Niños, Cesal,
Khandelo and the Public Administration.

Equatorial Guinea
Approximately 30 coaches from
the Malabo social sports school
(Equatorial Guinea) received the
first course for basketball coaches according to the handbook Initiation to Basketball and Values.
After the training session, the goal
is to run a school with six groups
of kids between five and 17 who
can benefit a hundred students.
Carlos Escudero, a patron of
Real Madrid Foundation, was
in a training session where was
able to see the individuals who
will be in charge of transmitting
the Foundation’s philosophy in
the future and shared some concerns about his favourite sport

part in the workshop received
new educational materials: Por
una educación REAL: fútbol y
baloncesto inclusivos (For a REAL
Education: Inclusive Football and
Basketball) and Aprendiendo con
Valorgol (Learning with Values
and Goals).
Basketball training in Malabo (Equatorial Guinea).

with them. This initiative is carried out in collaboration with the
Salesian missions.
Morocco
Nearly 40 Moroccan coaches
received training in football and
values from the Foundation’s
training experts who travelled to
the Maghreb country. The course
was carried out in two rounds: the
first for coaches from the Mohammedia and Benyakhlef schools,
which took place thanks to the
collaboration with Fátima Foundation; and the second, in Tangier, which featured more than 20
coaches from the schools being
developed in collaboration with
the Cervantes Association in
Tangier and the Paideia Association, with offices in Tangier, Marrakesh and Benguerir, thanks to
the support of Endesa.
Portugal
The technicians from the Training
Department travelled to Portugal,
the site of the last edition of the
Alma Coup, to delve into the work
philosophy For a Real Education:
Values and Sport with the trainers of the social sports school of
Manique, a project of Real Madrid
Foundtion in collaboration with
Endesa and the Salesian missions. This school helps around
one hundred socially disadvantaged youths.
The trainers from the Guimarães social sports school received a football training course
according to the handbook Train-

Beneficiaries of the
Mohammedia school (Morocco).
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The Foundation provides
training in Africa,
Europe and America

Coaching
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Uruguay
A dozen coaches went to the
Third Basketball and Values Training Workshop that Real Madrid
Foundation teaches in Montevideo (Uruguay). The José Emilio
Santamaría social sports school
welcomed this first training session of the season for the basketball school in the facilities of
the Cervantes school. This project has fifty beneficiaries who are
socially at risk, divided into three
age groups between four and 12
years old. Football is also taught
in the same center.

Colombia
Fifty coaches from Concívica
Foundation in Colombia which
form part of seven of the social
sport schools of Real Madrid
Foundation in the country were
trained in football and values
according to the methodology
entitled For a REAL Education:
Values and Sport. The course,
taught in Medellín and Itagüí, will
allow the coaches to improve how
they teach more than 3,500 boys
and girls six years and older with
limited resources.
Mexico
The trainers from Real Madrid
Foundation travelled to Mexico

Guimarães (Portugal).

to give a course for coaches
from the social sports schools
in Guaquitepec and Campeche,
with over 200 children attending.
They were able to apply their new
skills to the projects that are being
developed in the Central American country with the collaboration
of other entities such as Ayuda en
Acción, Patronato Pro Educación
Mexicano, Cesal and Yes. These
projects are oriented to the comprehensive development of rural communities, in the case of
Guatitepec, and the fight against
gang violence in Campeche.
Brasil
The coaches from the Don Bosco
social-sports school of Real Madrid
Foundation in São Paulo (Brazil)
attended the First Workshop on
Basketball Training, taught by the
Foundation’s trainers. This activity was held in the facilities of the
Santa Lucía social school. This
project, which benefits more than
350 youths, has been run in collaboration with Salesian missions and
Mapfre Foundation since 2011.

Training Sessions in Madrid
Real Madrid City hosted several training
sessions for coaches coming from its
social sports schools across the world. The
workshops represented valuable professional
experiences for cultural exchange.
Visit from the Argentinian coaches
Coaches coming from the Alfredo Di Stéfano
de González Catán social sports school
(Argentina) received the First Course on
Basketball and Inclusive Values for International
Coaches by the Foundation in Real Madrid
City and in several schools around the capital.

Basketball and inclusive values training session
in the adapted basketball school in Barajas.
They had the opportunity to see an exhibition
of the beneficiaries of the adapted schools in
the WiZink Center, during half time between
Real Madrid and Khimki Basketball Club, and
also attended the First Meeting on Values and
Sport.

Real Madrid foundation

Montevideo (Uruguay).

Itagüí (Colombia).
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Training to basketball coaches from Senegal
and Madagascar in the La Masó school.
Five countries, one goal
In November, the Real Madrid City was also
the stage for another training session, the
Third Workshop on International Football
Training. Coaches coming from social-sports
schools in Luena (Angola), Bahrain, Yakima
(United States), Trichy (India) and London
(UK) participated in the training sessions,
which are run in collaboration with Manos
Unidas, the Royal Charity Organization,
Central Washington University, Esperanza y
Alegría Foundation and The Cedars School,
respectively. The coaches participated in
activities carried out in the social sports
schools in Madrid and went to the Santiago
Bernabéu stadium in addition to the weeklong theory and hands-on sessions.
Spain and Africa working together
Spanish coaches along with coaches coming
from Madagascar and Senegal attended the
Fifth Course on Values and Basketball in Real
Madrid City. They followed the For a REAL
Education: Values and Sport methodology
and were given tips on how to use the
teaching tools such as “Valorcito”, “El póster
de los valores” and the “Tarjeta blanca”. The
participants visited adapted, inclusive and
wheelchair basketball projects.

Guaquitepec (Mexico).

Training works from the First Meeting on Values and Basketball in Real Madrid City.
São Paulo (Brazil).
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ing Football, Teaching Values,
which completes a previous training session in Guimarães and its
participation in the First International Football Training Workshop.
While awarding the diplomas, the
Project Director, Paulo Manuel Ribeiro, thanked Real Madrid Foundation for its involvement with the
most vulnerable children. This
school is run in collaboration with
the Alma Branca Association.

Campeche (Mexico).

Real Madrid foundation
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Several congresses discuss the educational methodology
and the Foundation’s inclusion and volunteering initiatives

T

Real Madrid foundation

he Foundation participated in the
First International Congress on
Volunteering and Sport, praising
the work of the Madridista Volunteer Office over the last decade.
The event was organized by the Plataforma
del Voluntariado de España and was opened
by Princess Elena in the Faculty of Sciences
and Physical Activity and Sport in Madrid. Julio
González Ronco, Managing Director of Real
Madrid Foundation, explained the details during the round table discussion entitled In play,
commitment to others.
With more than 350 active members, the
main task of this office is to provide attention
to individuals with disabilities during the official matches, as well as collaborate in events
such as the Corazón Classic Match and other
complementary activities during the season in
the social sport schools tournament.
Real Madrid Foundation has formed part
of Plataforma del Voluntariado de España
since it was founded and has an agreement

Julio González
Ronco, Managing
Director of Real
Madrid Foundation
(first on the
right), in the First
International
Congress on
Volunteering and
Sport, held in the
INEF installations.

with the General Directorate of Volunteering in
the Autonomous Community of Madrid, thanks
to which the volunteers of the Madridista Volunteering Office have the possibility to train in
different areas of socio-cultural aid for groups
at risk of exclusion. The Foundation also relies
on volunteers coming from other volunteering
organizations which collaborate with the Foundation, such as Obra Social “La Caixa”, UPS
and Ecopilas.
Sporting Benefits in Cuba
The Foundation also participated in the international Cubamotricidad 2018 congress, an
event in the Caribbean country focused on the
benefits of school sports, community physical
activity and recreation as an educational tool for
instilling values. Sport professionals from across
the world participated in this event, organized
by the national institute of Sport, Physical Education and Recreation in Cuba.
Jorge Franco, basketball coach of Real
Madrid Foundation, attended the event, giving

Spain, Cuba and Brazil
hosted international sport
workshops displaying the
benefits of sport and the
Foundation’s model

a talk about sport and inclusion. He explained
the Foundation’s competition values model in
the basketball schools, as well as the adapted
tournament and wheelchair basketball teams.
Educational Basketball in Brazil
Jorge Franco was also in charge of speaking
of the Foundation’s methodology together with
Adrián Silla, a basketball coach from the Foundation, this time in the Ninth Iberian Basketball
Congress (CIB), held in Florianópolis (Brazil).
They presented the report entitled Influence of
an educational basketball programme on anxiety in young athletes, which showed that the
beneficiaries of Real Madrid Foundation who
participate in the Real Madrid City social sports
tournament have low levels of anxiety. They also
gave the speech on The Real Madrid Foundation coaching programme and presented the
project entitled Effect of a coaching programme
on sportsmanship, which showed how the
Foundation’s sporting model influences the social and personal factors of its beneficiaries.

The Managing Director of Real Madrid Foundation,
Julio González Ronco, participated in the Forum on
Philanthropy in the 21st Century: Philanthropy and Sport
organised by the Cuatrecasas Law Firm.
The opening ceremony was led by the President of
the Spanish Olympic Committee, Alejandro Blanco, and
brought together more than 200 people and a half dozen
speakers. The central theme focused on the importance
of professionalizing philanthropy and the impact of
sporting values as catalysts for social change. During
these sessions, the Cuatrecasas Law Firm analyzed the
evolving nature of philanthropy.
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The Foundation talks
about its experience

Philanthropy in the 21st Century

Inclusive Sport
Real Madrid Foundation participated in the first academic workshop
in the Ninth Inclusive Sport Week,
organized by Sanitas Foundation
in the Faculty of Sciences of Physical Activity and Sport (INEF). Gema
Ortega, Director of Training for Real Madrid Foundation, attended
the round table discussion Institutions as examples of good practices to explain the Foundation’s working model in its adapted and
inclusive football and basketball social sports schools as well as
its integration projects.

Partnership with Mapfre Foundation
in the Philippines and Latin America
With the support of Mapfre
Foundation in projects in the
Philippines and Latin America,
the coaches from Real Madrid
Foundation continue to teach
training sessions to coaches
from its social sports schools in
these regions. This partnership
benefits more than 2,000 boys
and girls between five and 18

years old. As part of the agreement, the kids receive food,
medical attention and education in values through sport, especially through football, which
allows them to lead a healthy
life, ensures that they attend
school and will help them to
join the labour market in the
future.

Real Madrid foundation
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Clinics

The players’ visit closed off the
Campus Experience
The last week of the Foundation’s Campus
Experience in Real Madrid City saved a very special
surprise for the guests: a visit by some of their idols

Vinicius Jr., Marcos Llorente, Javi Sánchez and Lucas Vázquez greet
the students from the Campus Experience.

Real Madrid foundation

M

arcelo, Navas,
Lucas Vázquez,
Llorente, Mariano,
Odriozola, Vinicius Jr. and Javi
Sánchez surprised the students
from the last Campus Experience
in Madrid’s facilities. During their
visit, the kids had the opportunity to meet the players and take
photos with them. The experience was the cherry on top for
an educational experience in football and values for kids between
seven and 17 years old.
More than 3,500 students
from almost 100 countries participated in the Real Madrid
Foundation’s football campuses

in Madrid alone during this past
summer edition.
The Campus experience was
held on 17 June until 8 September in the facilities in Madrid. The
Campus Experiences have been
carried out with interruption in
different modes: indoor, outdoor,
half-day, open, intense and for
goalkeepers. This recreationaleducational programme has
spread from Madrid to 16 other
locations inside and outside of
Spain.
One of the international destinations is Shanghai, where the
fifth edition of the Campus Edition was held in the Living Word
Shanghai Minhang Campus. Former Real Madrid player Fernando
Morientes was the guest of honor
at the official opening ceremony,
which featured local authorities,
the participants’ families and
coaches from the Foundation
who travelled there for the occasion.

Japanese students participate in a basketball
clinic led by Real Madrid Foundation.

T

Football and radio in Real Madrid City
In December, Real Madrid Foundation, together with the XL Kids
Radio, held a new Christmas
camp which combined football
with values and radio in Real Madrid City. The campus was held
from 26 to 29 December and offered 80 places to school children
from the Autonomous Community of Madrid between seven and
13 years old. The live broadcast
of the programme created by the
participants from the Madridista sporting city was the biggest
highlight among other activities.

Clinic in the Great Lakes region (USA).

The Foundation
brings its clinics to
Europe, Asia and
America
Campus presentation
stand in Juvenalia.
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The clinics featured 50,000 participants
in the 2017-2018 season

he clinics are sporting programmes
which include intensive training
sessions and tactical training, and
which help to sustain the Real
Madrid Foundation’s social sports
projects across the world. Thousands of kids
on these three continents signed up for this
exciting initiative last season. This was the case
of kids from Japan and the United States who
came to Real Madrid City to participate in two
football clinics organized by Real Madrid Foundation in collaboration with Generation Adidas
International.
In total there were two mixed groups between the ages of 14 and 17 coming from the
state of Virginia (United States) and a group of
45 children between 8 and 14 years old coming
from Tokyo (Japan).
The summer basketball clinics offered by
Real Madrid Foundation also arrived to Japan
for the second summer last year. The cities of
Kanagawa and Aichi welcomed this experience
with 104 participants including boys, girls and
coaches. Given the clinic’s success, an extra
week has been added and now it runs for two
weeks.
Début in the Great Lakes
Last summer, the Real Madrid Foundation’s
clinics programme arrived to the American
Great Lakes region for the first time, thanks
also to the collaboration with Generation

Real Madrid foundation
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Beneficiaries of the Foundation
during the US Tour
Real Madrid’s presence in the United States
last pre-season brought the students from
the Foundation’s schools and clinics in the
country closer to their idols

Maryland
Nearly fifty beneficiaries from the Foundation’s
social sports schools in Arlington attended the
match between Real Madrid and Juventus in
FedExField in Landover (Maryland). These kids
at risk of social exclusion, who excitedly went
to the game in the International Champions
Cup, come from the schools that the Foundation has run in collaboration with the Arlington
Soccer Association since 2012. There was a
total of nine social sports projects in Arlington
which help more than 400 boys and girls.

Clinic in Uzbekistan.

Real Madrid foundation

The President of Real Madrid, Florentino Pérez, greets a group of
children invited by the Foundation on a pre-season training session
in the United States.

T

he participants in the clinics in
Florida and New York, as well as
the beneficiaries of the schools
in Miami and Arlington, this year
were lucky to take place at the
same time as the matches in the International
Champions Cup.

Clinic in Ukraine.

team training session in the Hard Rock Stadium. The president of Real Madrid, Florentino
Pérez, and the players greeted the kids. In total, around 100 kids between five and 17 years
old attended the training session before the
match against Manchester United. The kids
also had the chance to go to the game against
the English team together with their parents.
The social sports projects that the Foundation
runs in this part of the United States rely on
the collaboration of the Miami Dade County
Public School System and the International
Studies Foundation. The participants come
from public schools which have a large immigrant population.

Florida
Dozens of beneficiaries for the social sport
schools for integration that the Foundation
runs in Florida, together with participants in
its summer clinics in Miami, attend the first

New York
The next stop on the US Tour was Red Bull
Arena (New York), where more than a hundred students from the summer clinic that the
Foundation runs on Long Island attended a
training session before the game that pitted
their dream team against AS Roma. A dozen
students from these intensive training sessions attended the last game of the International Champions Cup, which was sealed with
a victory for the team in white. The Director
of the Real Madrid Foundation’s Campus and
Clinics, Andrés Muntaner, accompanied the
group and highlighted how these types of experiences help to motivate kids.
The Foundation collaborates with different associations and NGOs to carry out
more than 20 social sports football projects
for integration in the United States.

Real Madrid foundation

First clinics in Poland, Ukraine and
Uzbekistan
Along a similar line for new territories, Real Madrid Foundation, in collaboration with Coerver,
held the first football clinics in Poland. The clinics were run in the cities of Wrocław and Warsaw, with 77 boys and girls, in addition to 60
local coaches, participating for almost a week.
In Ukraine, a hundred kids participated in
the first clinic held in the country, in Odessa, in
collaboration with Inusports. This programme
focused on the social aspects, thanks to the
collaboration with Child, the UA Association
and the Ukrainian Football Association, which
awarded 10 of the children participating with a
scholarship. Before the clinic, the two coaches

from the Foundation who travelled to Ukraine
also participated in a training session for 77
kids with limited resources.
Last June, Real Madrid Foundation taught
clinics to coaches and players from the Uzbek
Football Association for the first time in Uzbekistan. Thirty local coaches and more than 300
boys and girls trained for 15 days according to
the Foundation’s specific methodology, taught
by coaches who travelled to Tashkent. This
programme features the collaboration of the
Uzbek Football Association, the Junior Football
School, the Uzbek Olympic Committee and the
Uzbek League.
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Adidas International. Two hundred fifty boys
and girls participated. The sessions were addressed to both local players and coaches.
The three clinics were taught in Wisconsin, in
collaboration with the Bavarian Soccer Club;
in the city of Granger, Indiana, in collaboration
with the Coerver Indiana team; and in the city
of Ann Arbor, Michigan, in collaboration with
Ann Arbor United.
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age of his career in the club in white. The
guests attending also visited the never-before-seen exhibit that the Real Madrid Historical Heritage Center has dedicated to the
club's history in this sport.
Florentino Pérez’s commitment to basketball has yielded “nearly unimaginable results”, according to Madrid legend Emiliano
Rodríguez, who explained that this team is
like “a family with an enormous work ethic behind it.” For his part, the current Real
Madrid basketball coach, Pablo Laso, ensured that the future comes from the passion that we transmit from the first team and
added: “We work hard and we know what
it means to wear this shirt.”

Real Madrid foundation

Homage to the
basketball triple title
champions
Sergio Llull, Pablo Laso, Juan Carlos Sánchez,
Emiliano Rodríguez, Rafael Rullán, Felipe
Reyes and Alberto Herreros participated in
the latest edition of the Luis de Carlos Forum,
Campeones de Baloncesto: la Décima Copa
de Europa, la 34ª Liga y la 5ª Supercopa de
España (Basketball Champions: the Tenth
European Cup, the 34th League and the 5th
Spanish Supercup)

T

he royal box in the Santiago Bernabéu stadium
welcomed the latest edition of the Luis de Carlos Forum that Real Madrid Foundation has organized to pay
homage to the basketball first team,
the current triple title champion in
Spain and Europe.
The round table was moderated
by the journalist Siro López and, at
the end, a video of the former player Rafael Rullán was shown in hom-

From left to right:
Sergio Llull, Pablo
Laso, Juan Carlos
Sánchez, Emiliano
Rodríguez, Rafael
Rullán, Felipe Reyes,
Alberto Herreros, Julio
González, Enrique
Sánchez and the
journalist Siro López.

A legendary team with Llull and Reyes
For his part, Sergio Llull, accompanied by
Felipe Reyes, the captains of the Real Madrid basketball team, expressed during
his speech: “It's a privilege for us to play
on a club like Real Madrid.” He beamed
with pride, surrounded by so many of the
club's legends, such as Alberto Herreros.
Llull said he wished he could have played
with Herreros, because Llull idolized him as
a child. “I continue living my dream and I’ll
always continue giving my all for this shirt”,
the player remarked. He made it clear that
if anything defines Real Madrid it is “fighting until the very end.”
Herreros said that they are experiencing a golden age and that Real Madrid features great coaches and players who also
have a great chemistry with the fans. He also highlighted that there are foreign players who have played for many seasons in
Real Madrid “and that is very important to
continue evolving and getting to know each
other.” Real Madrid's basketball history is
being written in capital letters, basket by
basket.

The Giants of Europe returned
to bring back Real Madrid and
Arsenal legends in a charity game to benefit the NGO
Save the Children, the "return
match" of the Corazón Classic Match 2018, played in the
Bernabéu.
The students from the Madrid Foundation’s football social sports school in Croydon
(UK) enjoyed watching the
match that pitted the stars of
both clubs against each other
in London's Emirates Stadium.
The project in the UK is
implemented by The Cedars
School, a secondary school
which places great importance on sport as an educational tool, with kids between
eight and 15 years old from
disadvantaged backgrounds
participating.
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Emiliano Rodríguez:
“Florentino Pérez’s
support for basketball
has yielded nearly
unimaginable benefits”

Students from the
United Kingdom
have a fun time
with the legends

Meeting of clubs
foundations
Real Madrid Foundation participated in the Twelfth Meeting
of Professional Football Clubs
Foundations held for the first
time in Éibar (Guipúzcoa) since
it was first founded in 2004.
The sessions dealt with topics
of social action and solidarity
which are highly important for
these organizations.
These meetings were
held in order to share experiences and discuss the needs
and challenges of professional
football with regards to Corporate Social Responsibility. The
participants took a guided visit to the stadium of Ipurua and
the city's museum.

Real Madrid foundation

heartwarming news
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T

Florentino Pérez presides over the meeting of the Board of Trustees in the Bernabéu.

he Board of Trustees of
Real Madrid Foundation
met at the end of 2018
to approve the accounts
and review the activities
from the previous campaign.
The President of Real Madrid,
Florentino Pérez, presided over the
meeting, held in the Conference
Room “Santiago Bernabéu”. During the meeting, the members reviewed the projects from the 20172018 season and confirmed that
the Foundation had met its objectives.

Real Madrid foundation

Photo of the Real Madrid executive family together with the
journalist Enrique Ortego (centre) in the presentation of the
book on the Thirteenth Champions League victory.

The “Decimotercera”
now has a book

The Spanish Academy of Diplomacy has
recognized Real Madrid Foundation as
a Charity Ambassador for the more than
980 social sports projects and activities
that it has run over the last 20 years in
more than 100 countries. The jury's
decision was unanimous. The Executive
Vice President of Real Madrid Foundation,
Enrique Sánchez, and the club’s Director of
Institutional Relations, Emilio Butragueño,
collected this prize for the Foundation’s
work in its schools, educational and
cooperative projects, campus and clinics.
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I

n the Royal Box of the Santiago Bernabéu, Real Madrid Foundation presented the new book La Decimotercera. Una historia
interminable, signed by the journalist Enrique Ortego.
After the video with the highlights of the matches on the
way to the Thirteenth European Football Cup and the Tenth
European Basketball Cup, Florentino Pérez claimed that it would
be impossible to understand the history of Real Madrid without
the European Cups and vice versa, because “both are joined together forever and it is our biggest challenge each season to win
another.”

4th Patron’s Event
Real Madrid Foundation
managed to bring
together 14 teams from
different companies which
collaborate in its project
during the Fourth Patron’s
Event. The nearly two
hundred employees who
participated were organized
into mixed groups of
between five and 10 players.
Goals and fair play were
equally important during
the friendlies. Gonvarri
was the winner while CLH,
Medical Service and Roadis
occupied second, third and
fourth place.

Recognition from
the Academia de la
Diplomacia
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Meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the Foundation in the Bernabéu

Enrique Sánchez received the award in
the Academia de la Diplomacia.

‘Plácido en el Alma’ travels to Mexico
The start of the men's race in the Madrid Solidarity Race.

Running for a reason

A

round 7,000 runners went
through the Castellana avenue as part of the Real
Madrid Foundation’s Third
Solidarity Race held in the
Spanish capital. Arbeloa and Raúl led
the start in the 10K race. The event also featured a women’s race and a kid’s
race. This year the event relied on the

collaboration of Banco Santander, Interway, Campofrío and Rhino Douche.
More than one thousand runners
recently participated in another race
during this charity circuit in the municipality of Alhaurín de la Torre in Málaga. The money raised in these races
is destined to the Foundation's projects.

T

he tenor Plácido Domingo revisited the
success of the homage in his honor which
took place in June 2016 in the Santiago
Bernabéu stadium, but this time in Mexico, a country that he has felt especially
close to since he was a young boy.
Alejandro Fernández also accompanied him on
this new edition of the Plácido en el Alma concert. A
show for the ages, which celebrated the 70th anniversary of the Spanish tenor's arrival to Mexico. It took place
on 3 March in the Guadalajara Stadium (Jalisco) and
he was accompanied by artists who he has shared the
stage with or who have expressed admiration for him.
While the money raised during the first concert
was destined for the Foundation’s social sports projects in Mexico, this time, respecting the singer’s wishes, the benefits will go to the schools of Real Madrid
Foundation in 22 Latin American countries.

From left to right, Omar Avilés, Alejandro Fernández, Plácido
Domingo and Enrique Sánchez.

Real Madrid foundation
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Ramón Berra
Managing Director
of GenesisCare

Real Madrid Foundation
and GenesisCare
promote social sport
projects for active
ageing

How does GenesisCare help Real Madrid
Foundation to reach this objective?
It is very important to motivate and help our elderly citizens to practice some type of physical
activity, especially after they turn 65 years old.
Physical activity can mean a low intensity activity, such as walking. The problem is that starting
from this age many have stopped doing physical
activity, some due to a rheumatic disease, such
as osteoarthritis or plantar fasciitis. But here in
GenesisCare we want to show these patients
that applied radiotherapy, at low doses, is a completely safe treatment, with practically no harmful
effects, which can help them to get better.

What recommendations would you give to
our elderly citizens to lead a healthy life?
Stay active, both physically and mentally. Exercise is important, but everyone must stay within
their own limits. Regarding the mental part, do
activities that they like and avoid being alone.
The Real Madrid Foundation’s programmes
for the elderly are a good option. Of course,
proper diet and medical check-ups are also
important.

Projects for the elderly
GenesisCare considers that a good way
for the elderly to socialize with people of
their own age is through the Real Madrid
Foundation’s programmes which also offer
sport activities.
GenesisCare Values
Empathy with everyone, constant innovation
and internal and external collaboration, as
well as trying out new ideas, big and small.
The final objective: to improve the quality of
life for all patients.

The Real Madrid
Museum turns 20
Twenty years ago Real Madrid
decided to exhibit the trophies
from the best club of the 20th
century to honor its history,
thus creating one of Madrid’s
most visited museums, the Tour
Bernabéu

I

n May 1999, a year after conquering its
Seventh European Cup, the museum was
opened, declaring its intentions: “The
best and most modern exhibition of the
record breaking trophies”, today known
as the Tour Bernabéu. Twenty years later, the museum has retained and exceeded the original proposal and the Real Madrid
museum is now one of the most visited museums in the city.
With the 20th century now in the rear view
mirror and with an unmatched track record,
it seemed the perfect moment for the club,

Real Madrid foundation
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Real Madrid Foundation and GenesisCare
join together to encourage active ageing.
What does active ageing mean?
We both share the same opinion: age is no barrier to staying in good shape. With this agreement
we want to promote physical activity among our
elderly citizens and show that certain benign illnesses, even though they may be very painful
and limiting in day to day life, can be effectively
treated and that we have solutions to improve
the illness.
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nearly a hundred years old at the time, to create a museum dedicated to its glory. The new
exhibition space, made up of 1,500 square
meters and spread across two floors of the
stadium, quadrupled the size of the previous
Trophy Room. Its opening took place in the
presence of authorities from Madrid from the
world of politics and sport, who were equally
fascinated by the staging. Opting for avantgarde technology, they resorted to audiovisual
media which was unknown when other reference museums of this type emerged, such as
those of Manchester, Ajax or Juventus.
The opening exhibition, Los mejores trofeos de la historia, received 30,000 visitors the
first month it opened to the public, a foretaste
of the huge interest that this must-visit place
for every Madridista would generate, which
during 2018 had 1,326,166 visits. The exhibition brought together almost one thousand
football and basketball trophies of the nearly 10,000 won by Real Madrid in its 97-year
history. The tour started with the club’s first
official title, the 1905 Copa del Rey, and ended with the Intercontinental Cup won in December 1998. They had, and still have, a special place designated for the European Cups.

Photographs, text and audiovisuals recalled
historical moments on the pitch and unforgettable goals scored by club legends.
From the new exhibition area, visitors can
view the inside of the Bernabéu or star in a
photo montage with the European Cup or with
their favorite players.
20 years later
Currently, this experience maintains its essence but has incorporated new features,
such as the visit to the first-team changing
room, the pitch, the bench and the presidential box; a virtual journey on the team bus;
and new audiovisual experiences with giant
touch screens and projections in super slow
motion. Of course, we must not forget the trophies that have augmented the track record
of this great club over the course of the past
20 years, amongst which the crown jewels are
the 13 European Cups. Real Madrid’s Historical Heritage Department, custodians of the
memory of the best club of the 20th century,
has catalogued more than 253,000 items to
date, enriching the exhibition with numerous
objects and consolidating it as the leading thematic museum in its category.

Images from
the opening
exhibition Los
mejores trofeos
de la historia, in
which almost one
thousand football
and basketball
trophies were
exhibited, and
which received
30,000 visitors
the first month.
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